
STEWARD'S REPORT

Horsham
Tuesday, 28 May 2024

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: A. Curry

Stewards: J. Rea & C. Hon

Judges: T. Lockwood

Lure Drivers: R. Hamilton

Starter: N. Bergen

Kennel Supervisor: D. Hodgetts

Kennel Attendants: S. Woodhart, G. Gibson, B. Howell, S. Jankovic & N. Bergen

Veterinarian: Dr Mara Hoebergen

Race 1
SPORTSBET WE LET THE DOGS OUT 

2:24 pm
410m

Maiden

Paw Yonder – Late scratching at 12:01pm due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down
period was imposed, Trainer Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown on–
route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.

Paw Louis– Late scratching at 12:05 due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down period
was imposed, Representative Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown on–
route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.

Leap Of Faith was quick to begin. 

Cinema Boy - severley checked and lost ground turn off back straight, underwent a post–race veterinary
examination – no apparent injury was reported.

Paw Marvel - severley checked and fell turn off back straight, completed course, underwent a post–race
veterinary examination – no apparent injury was reported.

Misty Blue - severley checked and fell turn off back straight, completed course, underwent a post–race
veterinary examination and was found to have a left hamstring and biceps muscle injury. A 3 day stand
down period was imposed.

Race 2
CRYMELON KENNELS

2:41 pm
410m

Mixed 6/7

Kris Bar Paddy, Tectonic and Fascinate Lucy were quick to begin.

Race 3
HORSHAM DOORS & GLASS

2:57 pm
410m

Grade 5

This event was delayed by one minute due to coverage of Magic Millions on Sky 2.

Rapidfire Girl was quick to begin. Side Of Ice raced wide in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Rapidfire Girl - the winner of the event.

Our Winnie- severley checked and lost ground turn off back straight, tailed off, underwent a post–race
veterinary examination and was found to have split webbing of the left hind foot. A 14 day stand down
period was imposed.

Race 4
SPORTSBET FINAL (1-4 WINS)

3:19 pm
410m

Restricted Win Final

Chasing Hearts was quick to begin. Jed's Memory was slow to begin.

Highway - severley checked and fell turn off back straight, underwent a post–race veterinary examination
and was found to have spike wound to the left wrist and a sandburn to the left hind foot. A 3 day stand down
period was imposed.

Oriental Ophelia - severley checked and fell turn off back straight, underwent a post–race veterinary
examination - no apparent injury was reported.

Race 5
CHS GROUP

3:37 pm
485m

Paw Bradley– Late scratching at 12:03pm due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down
period was imposed, Representative Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown
on–route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.



Mixed 6/7 Weblec Whisper was quick to begin. Rev Querida raced wide in the home straight.

Race 6
WEBBCON MARINE

3:57 pm
485m

Mixed 4/5

Flying Zulu was quick to begin. Sir Capulet was slow to begin.

White Brew - checked and lost ground turn off back straight, underwent a post–race veterinary examination
and was found to have a right flexor strain. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 7
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM

4:16 pm
410m

Mixed 3/4

A pre–race sample was taken from - Circle The Stars.

Circle The Stars was quick to begin. Hartney was slow to begin.

Race 8
ON-SITE ENGINEERING

4:36 pm
485m

Grade 5

Nizhoni was quick to begin. Lala Rapid was slow to begin.

Sandy's Lunar - underwent a post–race veterinary examination and was re–examined following race ten.
Sandy's Lunar was found to have a right gracilis muscle injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to trainer Mr R Weightman regarding Sandy's Lunar racing manners in the home straight
and failed to enter catching pen. Acting under the provisions of GAR 125, Sandy's Lunar was charged with
failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury). Mr R Weightman pleaded guilty to the
charge. Sandy's Lunar must perform a Satisfactory Trial in accordance with GAR 125, and pursuant to GAR
132, before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 9
LOCKS CONSTRUCTIONS

4:55 pm
410m

Grade 6

Posie You Pest was quick to begin. Shiny Pistol and Miss Etiquette were slow to begin.

Shiny Pistol - checked approaching first turn and lost ground, underwent a post–race veterinary
examination and was found to have a left gracilis muscle injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 10
WATTS PRICE ACCOUNTANTS

5:12 pm
410m

Mixed 4/5

Sephora Bale– Late scratching at 12:07pm due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down
period was imposed, Representative Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown
on–route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.

Numerous was quick to begin. Kempton Bale was slow to begin.

A post-race sample was taken from Numerous - the winner of the event.

Race 11
WARRACK BUTCHERY

5:30 pm
410m

Grade 5

Fifi Bale– Late scratching at 12:08 due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down period
was imposed, Representative Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown on–
route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.

Barry Bale– Late scratching at 12:09 due to non–arrival (GAR 86 and LR 39). A 28 day stand down period
was imposed, Representative Ms D Coleman informed Stewards that she had a vehicle breakdown on–
route to the track. Stewards advised Ms D Coleman that evidence of the breakdown will need to be
submitted, to the satisfaction of Stewards, within 72 hours of the occurrence that caused the non–arrival.
The matter will be re–evaluated upon receipt of this evidence.

Perfect Willow quick to begin. Rapidfire Serena and Lamia Fawn were slow to begin. Rapidfire Serena
raced wide in the home staright.

Race 12
SHIMA SHINE AT STUD

5:55 pm
410m

Grade 5

Pre–race samples were taken from Cuban Cigar & Sleek Blazer.

Seats Two was quick to begin. Sleek Blazer and Kirwan were slow to begin.




